LIKE A SAD SONG

G – D/F# – Em7 – G7

USUALLY IN THE MORNING I'M FILLED WITH SWEET BELONGING
C – Cm6 – G

AND EVERYTHING IS BEAUTIFUL TO SEE
G – D/F# – Em7 – G7

EVEN WHEN IT'S RAINING THE SOUND OF HEAVEN SINGING
C – Cm6 – G

IS SIMPLY JOYFUL MUSIC TO ME

C – Cm – G

SOMETIMES I FEEL LIKE A SAD SONG; LIKE I'M ALL ALONE WITHOUT YOU.

G – D/F# – Em7 – G7

SO MANY DIFFERENT PLACES A MILLION SMILING FACES
C – Cm6 – G

LIFE IS SO INCREDIBLE TO ME
G – D/F# – Em7 – G7

ESPECIALLY TO BE NEAR YOU AND HOW IT IS TO TOUCH YOU
C – Cm6 – G

OH, PARADISE WAS MADE FOR YOU AND ME.

C – Cm – G

SOMETIMES I FEEL LIKE A SAD SONG; LIKE I'M ALL ALONE WITHOUT YOU

C – Cm6 – G – Em

I KNOW THAT LIFE GOES ON JUST PERFECTLY
Am7 – D7 – G

AND EVERYTHING IS JUST THE WAY THAT IT SHOULD BE
C – Cm6 – G – Em

STILL THERE ARE TIMES WHEN MY HEART FEELS LIKE BREAKING
Am – D

AND ANYWHERE IS WHERE I'D RATHER BE

G – D/F# – Em7 – G7

OH, AND IN THE NIGHT TIME I KNOW THAT IT'S THE RIGHT TIME
C – Cm6 – G

TO HOLD YOU CLOSE AND SAY I LOVE YOU SO
G – D/F# – Em7 – G7

TO HAVE SOMEONE TO SHARE WITH AND SOMEONE I CAN CARE WITH
C – Cm6 – G

AND THAT IS WHY I WANTED YOU TO KNOW

C – Cm – G

SOMETIMES I FEEL LIKE A SAD SONG; LIKE I'M ALL ALONE WITHOUT YOU

G – D/F#, Em – G7, C – Cm7, G, G – D/F#, Em – G7, C – Cm7, G

OOh...

C – Cm – G

SOMETIMES I FEEL LIKE A SAD SONG; LIKE I'M ALL ALONE WITHOUT YOU

C, Cm, G – Am7, G

WITHOUT YOU